SimulationExams.com Releases New Comptia A+ Core Practice Tests

SimulationExams.com, a leading practice tests provider, release new Comptia® A+ Core practice tests conforming to the exam objectives. The practice tests include performance based questions for thorough preparation.

June 10, 2019 (FPRC) -- SimulationExams.com released Comptia® Aplus practice tests for A+ Core 1 (exam code, 220-1001) and A+ Core 2 (exam code, 220-1002) for candidates preparing for A+ certification exams. The practice tests conform to the most recent exam objectives and consist of 100s of questions and answers with each question carrying detailed explanation. As most of you might be aware, current exams 220-901 and 220-902 are being retired by the end of July 2019. Those who had already taken one of the constituent exams, it is recommended to take the other exam by the end-date as one can't mix the series to obtain the certification. That is, you can't take 220-901 and 220-1002 and obtain A+ cert. Either you have to take both 900 series exams or 1000 series exams, but not one of 900 series and the other 1000 series exam. For those, who are yet to take any exam, it is recommended to go for 1000 series as it the latest of the series and job opportunities would be better.

The practice tests from simulationexams are available for desktop as well as for the mobile devices. Check out the website simulationexams.com for A+ Core exams for mobile devices.

About A+ Certification: Comptia A+ Cert is offered by Comptia organization and the certification is vendor neutral. Comptia A+ is one of the most reputed certifications in the area of computer hardware and Operating Systems area and the certification objectives are updated time to time to keep the contents in line with industry requirements.

About SimulationExams.com practice tests: Simulationexams.com, a brand site of Anand Software and Training, offers practice tests and lab simulators for various IT certs including CCENT®, CCNA®, ICND, CCNP®, Comptia A+®, Network+®, Juniper JNCIA® and others. The practice tests offer 100s of exam like questions to prepare the candidates thoroughly for the actual exam.

Disclaimer: SimulationExams.com is not associated or affiliated with Comptia® or Cisco. Comptia A+® is a trademark of Comptia® and duly acknowledged. Cisco® and CCNA® are trademarks of Cisco Systems and duly acknowledged.

Contact Information
For more information contact Vijay of Anand Software and Training (http://www.simulationexams.com)
918026634450
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